
CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

4.1 Analysis

This Projects uses Arduino Uno, sensors, ethernet shield, mqtt server, and

node-red application. Arduino reads sensors and publish them through network

into mqtt server. The node-red application subscribes topics from mqtt server and

makes a decision to publish a topic to ask Arduino to do an action like turn on or

off lamps. Besides, arduino subscribes topics from mqtt server and do an action as

the value of the topic.

This an example of how a command to turn on a lamp happends. Node-red

publishs a topic “lamp” with the value “1” into mqtt server. Arduino subscribes

from mqtt server inside its loop(). When Arduino gets a topic “lamp” with value

“1” then arduino turn on the lamp by doing digitalWrite(10, HIGH).
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4.2 Design Flowchart

Illustration 4.2.2:  flowchart
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Program will initiate the parameter and libraries on the first running. After

the program got IP from router, then a message will show “connected”.

The program then goes into a loop function, it aims to execute a program

that has been made.

Program later will subscribe topic “box”. The light in neon box will turn

on  if  the  topic  “box”  message  parameter  is  1.  If  the  topic  “box”  message

parameter is 0 then the light in neon box will turn off.

Next,  program will  subscribe  topic  “taman”.  If  topic  “taman” message

parameter is 1 then the garden lamp will turn on. Otherwise, the garden lamp will

turn off if the topic "taman” message parameter is 0.

Program will subscribe topic “rumah dalam”. Like the other two, the light

inside cafe room will turn of if the topic rumah dalam message parameter is 1. If

the topic “rumah dalam” message parameter is 0 then the light inside the cafe

room will turn off.

Program  will  subscribe  topic  “fan_kecil”.  If  topic  fan_kecil  message

parameter is 1, then the fan in cafe room will work to get rid of cigarette smoke.

The fan in cafe room will stop working if the topic “fan_kecil” message parameter

is 0. Indicate that there is no more cigarette smoke detected.

Program will  subscribe topic “fan_besar”.  If  topic “fan_besar” message

parameter is 1, then fan in the kitchen will work to reduce the LPG gas level. If

topic “fan_besar” message parameter is 0 then the fan will stop working. Next the

program will return looping.
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4.3 Design schematic

Illustration 4.3.1:  design schematic

Table 4.1: Tabel design schematic

No Pins on Arduino Explanation

1 Vcc 5v Breadboard +

2 GND Breadboard -

3 A0 Pin for mq-2 sensor

4 A1 Pin for mq-7 sensor

5 A2 Pin for ldr sensor

6 A3 Pin for ldr2 sensor

7 D2 Pin for fan1

8 D3 Pin for fan 2

9 D4 Pin for led 1

10 D5 Pin for led 2

This  project  use  10  pins  on  arduino.  Vcc 5v pin  serves  as  a  positive  voltage

current conductor connected to the arduino component. At the ground pin is a

negative voltage conductor.
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This project requires 4 analog pins. The analog pin is connected to the sensor. The

function of the analog pin is the data receiver of the sensor. The received data is

then published by arduino to mqtt. Arduino then subscribe to take action.

This project requires 4 digital pins. Digital pins are then connected to electronic

devices such as led and fan. The function of the digital pin here is the receiver of

signal 1 or 0.

This is an example of using digital pins and analog pins. When Analog 0 gets a

data value of 300, the data is then published by arduino to mqtt and subscribe by

node red. Node red then process data and data in publish back to mqtt. Arduino

subscribe, when get data 1 for digital pin 2 then fan will be turned on.
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